97 powerstroke pcm

It seems like we are getting more and more calls for diesel performance parts and accessories
for guys with 7. These trucks are sometimes referred to as OBS or "Old Body Style" and are
getting more popular on the used market due to their reliability and low price. And hey, if you
get something cheap, it only makes sense to spend some money on it, right? If you don't see
what you need or want help deciding which performance parts are right for you, give us a call.
We love what we do and would be happy to help you! Products in this section are designed to
work on , , and 7. Search Cart 0. FAQs Build Gallery. Exhaust Components Shop Now. Exhaust
Kits Shop Now. Gauges Shop Now. Engine Components Shop Now. Water Methanol Injection
Shop Now. Fuel Related Shop Now. Nitrous Oxide Injection Shop Now. Recipes for Horsepower
Shop Now. Automatic Transmission Shop Now. Manual Transmission Shop Now. Wheels Shop
Now. Air Horn Kits Shop Now. Vehicle Accessories Shop Now. Brakes Shop Now. Electrical
Components Shop Now. Best Sellers Shop Now. Frequently Asked Questions Shop Now.
Lighting Shop Now. Air Compressors Shop Now. Bed Accessories Shop Now. Description
FAQ's. We get a lot of calls and e-mails each day with various product, vehicle, and installation
questions. Some are completely off the wall and can even catch us off guard at times, but many
others are fairly routine, so we thought we'd post some of the most popular questions that can
hopefully be a good resource for you. What does that mean? A: Specifically for the models, the
California trucks came from the factory with what are known as split shot injectors, similar to
that of the 7. In short, the split shot injects a small amount of fuel before the main injection
event and requires different tuning. In order to tell the difference, inspect the white sticker on
the core support of the truck. It will say California Emissions or Federal Emissions. You can
typically do this by taking a cell phone video of your PCM under the dash by literally waving
your phone around your PCM. Otherwise, you will need to physically remove the PCM and
check the decal on the unit itself. Q: I'm looking at an exhaust kit on your website, but it doesn't
state which cab and bed configuration it fits, will this fit my application? A: In most cases,
unless it is specifically stated as fitting a certain configuration, all exhaust kits on our website
will fit all cab and bed lengths. Further, most kits will not fit cab and chassis applications unless
otherwise noted. Q: I'm looking at this 5" or other exhaust kit, but my truck only has a 4"
exhaust now. A: Yes, the exhaust systems we sell will adapt down to fit the application at the
designated starting point turbo back, cat back, DPF back, etc. Q: What are EGT's? This
measurement is typically measured before the turbo to ensure you are not overheating
components. For most applications, we recommend not exceeding degrees. If you do not see
your part number listed we can still repair your part. Contact SIA Electronics for direction to the
listing that best fits your application. By purchasing this listing you are agreeing to send us
your part for repair. We will fix your computer upon arrival at SIA Electronics. SIA Electronics
offers this repair service with a fast turnaround time once we have received your part at our
shop. Return shipping via UPS ground can take up to 5 days depending on where you are
located. If you need faster shipping arrangements can be made. When sending in your part it is
necessary to take precautions to ensure that your part arrives in the same condition that it was
shipped. Warranty is for replacement of the part only. If there is a problem with the item please
notify us prior to altering or installing the item. Altered, abused, or improperly installed items
will void the warranty and are not returnable. Warranty does not cover shipping, labor, towing,
rentals, storage, legal fees, lost wages, or any other incidental fees. Not all electronic parts are
repairable. Sometimes the damage is far too great to fix. The remainder of the original price
charged will be refunded. Import Duties, Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price
or shipping cost. Our prices are the best in the business and our quality is unmatched. These
modules are in demand for many makes and models and buying a re-manufactured one from
the dealership or from an unknown internet sales company can cost double what we charge for
the repair of your module, then the added unknown of needing it programmed to your vehicle
can really add to the price. Repairing the vehicles original computer is almost always a better
option. Call to inquire about all modules we are able to test and repair. Our parts are
disassembled, tested, and repaired. Then they are sealed and cleaned to give a clean
appearance. After opening the computer a thorough visual inspection is made, we then hook
the computer up to our vehicle simulator which can perform all necessary functions to ensure
that the computer is in working order when returned. Most parts can then be updated to the
newest software available from the manufacturer. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Ford Powerstroke 7. Contact Information: Please include
your contact information when sending in your parts. Minnie St. If a part is not able to be
repaired we will contact you to go over options. Test Fee: Not all electronic parts are repairable.
International Buyers: Import Duties, Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or
shipping cost. We can repair all Ford 7. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Related Products.
Contact SIA Electronics today at Ford Super Duty 7. Ford PowerStroke 7. Call SIA Electronics

today at Search engine Use this form to find things you need on this site. You must send your
part to SIA Electronics to be repaired. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Ford PowerStroke 7. Engine Computer. SIA Electronics has many other repair
services available. If you do not see your part number listed we can still repair your part.
Contact us for direction to the listing best fitting your application. Photo is a stock photo and
may not fully represent the item listed. Call for any questions or concerns. By purchasing this
listing you are agreeing to send us your part for repair. We will fix your computer upon arrival at
SIA Electronics. Contact Information:. Please include your contact information when sending in
your parts. Please include a short description of problems you are having with your part. SIA
Electronics offers this repair service with a fast turnaround time once we have received your
part at our shop. Return shipping via UPS ground can take up to 5 days depending on where
you are located. If you need faster shipping arrangements can be made. When sending in your
part it is necessary to take precautions to ensure that your part arrives in the same condition
that it was shipped. Ship To:. SIA Electronics. Minnie St. PO Box Tilden, IL Warranty is for
replacement of the part only. If there is a problem with the item please notify us prior to altering
or installing the item. Altered, abused, or improperly installed items will void the warranty and
are not returnable. Warranty does not cover shipping, labor, towing, rentals, storage, legal fees,
lost wages, or any other incidental fees. If a part is not able to be repaired we will contact you to
go over options. Test Fee:. Not all electronic parts are repairable. Sometimes the damage is far
too great to fix. The remainder of the original price charged will be refunded. International
Buyers:. Import Duties, Taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost.
Our prices are the best in the business and our quality is unmatched. These modules are in
demand for many makes and models and buying a re-manufactured one from the dealership or
from an unknown internet sales company can cost double what we charge for the repair of your
module, then the added unknown of needing it programmed to your vehicle can really add to the
price. Repairing the vehicles original computer is almost always a better option. Call to inquire
about all modules we are able to test and repair. Our parts are disassembled, tested, and
repaired. Then they are sealed and cleaned to give a clean appearance. After opening the
computer a thorough visual inspection is made, we then hook the computer up to our vehicle
simulator which can perform all necessary functions to ensure that the computer is in working
order when returned. Most parts can then be updated to the newest software available from the
manufacturer. Buy Now!! I have already put over miles on my truck with this PCM. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: allcomputerreso Sent PCM board for check and
repair, found board was OK, and they sent helpful checklist of our problem and how to trouble
shoot. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold by: bmwsalepro. After throwing tons
of parts at my truck I narrowed it to the pcm. Sent it out to these guys and it fired right up when I
got it back. I would definitely recommend it. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: pre-owned Sold
by: zkboys. The problem was the overdrive light staying on and not going into overdrive. The
ecm was at fault this company provided quick turnaround and good value. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Ford Powerstroke
Diesel 7. Ford Superduty Powerstroke 7. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn
more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information zkboys
Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to
check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not
update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Tilden, Illinois,
United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Mon. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from
this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Ford ECM Repair. Report item - opens in a new
window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility

of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by zkboys. Search within store. Test
Fee: Not all electronic parts are repairable. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine
, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or
tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This
item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking.
Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 22 items available. Please enter a number
less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No
returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on zkboys from others who
bought this item. Positive feedback. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews
See all 7 reviews. Great product I have already put over miles on my truck with this PCM. X
Previous image. Very helpful! Fixed my 7. I would definitely recommend it X Previous image.
The ecm was at fault this company provided quick turnaround and good value X Previous
image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. Without this
information we can not proceed with the order:. We cannot process your order unless we have
the above information. This is an electrical part. The returned part must be in the same
condition as when we shipped it to you. We do not pay return shipping charges. You must pay
for return shipping, do not use the pre-paid label or we will deduct the charge from your refund.
If you ordered the wrong part we will exchange it for the correct part if you pay the shipping.
Please contact us prior to leaving feedback if you have any problems or are not happy with the
service and we will try our best to make things right. We appreciate your feedback as it helps us
improve future shopping experience. Copyright, Auto Module Source, Inc If you need an
extension on the return, please contact us. We've rather get the rebuildable core then charge
the core fee. The warranty is non-transferrable. Please verify that your wiring harness and other
components are in good condition before installing your part. You will need to keep the Invoice
for Warranty Purposes. There is no warranty without proof of purchase, proof of the type of
warranty stated on the Invoice. We may ask you to ship the part back for a re-check after certain
period of time - you pay the shipping cost. All warranty claims are subject to our approval. We
assume no liability for labor, diagnostics, technical fees, towing claims, rental car charges,
lodging, or any other direct or consequential damages arising as a result of this transaction.
Your acceptance of this part s constitutes acceptance of ALL of the aforementioned terms.
Once the or
6 way round plug trailer wiring diagram
yamaha golf cart clutch problems
silverado truck clubs
der was placed we will not be able to change the shipping address. We have the right to change
the shipping carrier. We need to get the item ready. We ship only Monday thru Friday. If you
would like to get it faster please contact us to discuss different options. We may cancel the
order if we do not receive the required info needed for programming within 3 business days. We
do not ship to Forwarding Companies. We carry software for international programming, but the
internal structure of international parts may be substantially different then the US parts that we
use. We will cancel the order for international customers. We do not work on ,,engine swaps,, or
,,transmission swaps,,. Our Computers are not compatible with any custom settings. Factory
Stock only. You can contact us anytime using the following methods:. Select a topic:. Local Fax
Auto Module Source. Davie, FL Have A Question? The Auto Module Source Advantage.
Exchange Process. Contact Us. Returns This is an electrical part.

